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Short Synopsis 

 
A feature documentary on the life and times of Auma Obama told from her 
homestead in Kenya during the run up to the 2008 US Presidential elections that 
brought her brother Barack Obama to power. 
 
World Premiere at TIFF, Toronto International Film Festival 2011  

 

 

Protagonists 

 

Auma Obama, Kezia Obama (Aumas mother), Marsat Osumba Onyango (Aumas 
aunt), Mama Sarah Obama (Aumas grandmother), Dr. Elke Brenstein (friend and 
classmate from University), Gloria Hagberg (former employer of grandfather Hussein 
Onyango), Lois Wambui Thuo (friend from Kenya High School), Njeri Karago (friend 
from Kenyatta University), Prof. Wierlacher (doctoral adviser), Jai Gonzales (friend, 
head of the dance company Unterwegstheater), Alfons L. Ims (Seminar co-instructor), 
Wanjiru Kinyanjui (friend from dffb, filmschool in Berlin) 

 
 
Crew 

 
Writer, Director, Editor      Branwen Okpako 
Camera        Kolja Brandt 
         Marcus Winterbauer 
         John Podpadec 
Composer        Jean-Paul Bourelly 
Sound         Ulla Kösterke 
         Jürgen Schönhoff 
         Patrick Veigel 
Sound Design       Kuen-II Song 

Re-recording Mixer       Ansgar Frerich 
Producers        Katrin Springer 
         Volker Ullrich  
Commissioning Editor      Jörg Schneider 

       
 

Technical Information 

 
Germany 2011, 79 minutes, HD 
Languages: English, German, Luo, Swahili 

 
Filmkantine in co-production with ZDF/Das kleine Fernsehspiel and Branwen Okpako 
supported by Rombach & Partner and Pictorion das werk 
 
Shooting locations:     Kenya, England, Germany 
Shooting period:    October 2008 to November 2009 
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Director’s Statement 
 
 
My films have always dealt with the subject of identity and the effects of social and 
political constructions on the lives of individuals.  
Auma and I were in film school together in Berlin during the 1990's and we spent a 
lot of time discussing our vision of the kind of effect we thought we should have on 
society through our work in film, particularly in terms of the portrayal of Africa and 
Africans. (Wanjiru Kinyanjui and Tsitsi Dangaremba were also fellow students and 
good friends at that time). 
Auma always impressed me and every one around her with her articulate and 
magnetic personality. 
It was while making my first feature documentary "Dreckfresser" for ZDF / Das 
kleine Fernsehspiel in 2000, that I found that by staying true to the specifics of an 
individual story one can describe a general social, political and historical situation 
and the conflicts they cause in the lives of individuals. That film dealt with the story 
of Sam Meffire, the first Afro-German policeman in East Germany, who ended up 
serving time in prison for armed robbery. The story encompassed the fall of the 
wall and the momentous changes that took place in Germany during the 1980's 
and 1990's but from the very personal perspective of Sam Meffire. 
My second ‚Kleines Fernsehspiel’, a fiction feature this time, attempted to 
excavate further the questions of identity and the very real need to find ones self in 
part through gaining an understanding of the past. „Tal der Ahnungslosen“ 2003 
was the result.  
When in early 2008 my commissioning editor from ZDF, Jörg Schneider, with 
whom I had made the two previous features, approached me to make a third film, 
perhaps about the young Senator who was half African and half American, I 
suggested a biographical portrait of Auma, his sister.  I felt that I could bring a 
feminist, historical, post-colonial African perspective to this Obama phenomenon 
that seemed to have gripped the world, by telling the story of Auma Obama. He 
liked the idea and so I approached Auma. She asked me to come to Nairobi so we 
could talk about it and I did. Seeing her at work, and hearing her talk about her life, 
her family, her dreams and her aspiriations made me convinced that a valuable 
document could be produced. Together with the production company Filmkantine, 
we worked for three years on the film, one year of that time I spent in the editing 
room. 
The material was shot by Kolja Brandt (one of Germany's leading cameramen and 
a good friend) in three distinctive styles. Firstly, we used the observational style 
during  the 10 days we spent in Kogelo, the Obama homestead in the run up to the 
presidential elections of 2008. Here we tried to capture the atmosphere of a 
peaceful rural home preparing for the major event that would change not only their 
lives but the course of history. We were concious during this period of the 
presence of the world press around the gates of the homestead and the fact that 
we were the only ones allowed to record the family intimately.  
Later during the second phase of filming, we shot the interview situations which 
focus on memory, oral history if you like, a very African tradition told mostly from 
the minds of women. Our camera here was steady and patient creating loving 
portaits of our protagonists. 
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In film we rarely hear history from the perspective of African women, so it was 
important for me to back up what was being said with archive footage, some of 
which had been made during colonial times for a very different purpose. We made 
use of footage shot to portray colonialism as a good thing for the consumption of a 
British audience. We reinterprete this footage from the Kenyan point of view. 
Here we employed our third camera style, shooting with an old bolex style 16mm 
camera with black and white film, we created images to suppliment the colonial 
archive footage and add a poetic personal set of images to illustrate the moods 
being evoked by the narrative voices. 
We were also able to include Aumas own film works into the film to bring to life 
many of the films themes, especially the relationship between Auma and her 
brother Barack Jr. 
During editing I worked very closely with the composer Jean-Paul Bourelly (Haitian 
American Guitarist) who was able to tie together musically the various cultural 
influences that make up Aumas modern post-colonial Kenyan identity. Without 
voice over and with the presence of such diverse protagonists and locations, 
music became the essential webbing element that synthesized and harmonized 
the story. 
Aumas life is a global journey of self discovery and political awakening that in 
many ways mirrors that of her brother. 
One of the most rewarding aspects of making the film was that Auma gave us her 
trust. 
Making this film was an education for me... the education of Auma Obama. 
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Programmer's Note – REAL TO REAL (TIFF) 

 
Branwen Okpako’s „The Education of Auma Obama“ is a captivating and intimate 
portrait of the U.S. president’s older half-sister, who embodies a post-colonial, 
feminist identity.  

An academic overachiever, she studied linguistics and contemporary dance in 
Heidelberg, Germany, before enrolling in film school in Berlin, where she met 
Nigerian-born director Okpako in the nineties. After living in the United Kingdom 
for a short period, Auma Obama eventually moved back to Kenya to mentor a 
young generation of community activists, social workers and other ambitious 
young men and women who lacked her privileged education and training, but were 
nonetheless determined to make a positive contribution to their society.  
 
Okpako has always been interested in questions of identity, affiliation and 
belonging. Although she frames her film as a biographical portrait of Obama, she 
goes much further, providing a layered historical context and discussions of post-
colonial African identity from a feminist perspective. Okpako collects testimonies 
almost exclusively from women, echoing the African tradition of women as 
chroniclers of oral history. When coupled with these accounts, Okpako’s use of 
archival footage — filmed during colonization for an entirely different purpose — 
offers a new reading of history and the present. Obama is also the daughter of a 
charismatic man who fought for the liberation of his country and participated in the 
shaping of the first years of independence. She witnessed his hopefulness and 
rise as well as his disillusionment and demise, coming into adulthood as her 
country — and continent — fell prey to despotism, corruption and poverty.  
 
The Education of Auma Obama is also a film about a generation of politically and 
socially engaged Africans whose aspirations are informed by their parents’ 
experiences, and whose ambition to forge a better future for their communities 
starts from the ground up.  

Rasha Salti, September 2011 

 

 

Sub-Saharan Africa | Women | Documentary | Politics  
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BRANWEN OKPAKO – DIRECTOR 

 

Born in Lagos, Nigeria. 

O’levels International school Ibadan 1980-1985 

International Baccalaureate United World 
college of the Atlantic Wales 1985-1987 

BSc Political Science  Bristol University  

1988-1991 

Masters Film Direction German Film & 
Television Academy Berlin (dffb) 1992-1999  

 
 

 

Shorts: 

Probe (1992), 11mins. 16mm B/W 

Frida Film (1993), 6mins. Betacam Sp  

Vorspiel (1994),  10mins. 16mm Colour 

Landing (1995), 10mins. 16mm B/W  

Market Forces (1996), 11mins. Betacam SP  

Searching for Taid (1997), 10mins. Betacam SP 

LoveLoveLiebe (1998), 10mins. 16mm. Colour 
 

Documentaries: 

 

The Education of Auma Obama (2011), 79mins. HD 

Dirt for Dinner (Dreckfresser, 2000), 75mins. 35mm 

winner of :  
the first steps prize 2000 

the Bavarian documentary film prize - the Young Lion 2001 

First Prize at the Dubrovnik Documentary Film Festival in 2001 
IG. Medien Prize Leipzig International Film Festival 2001 

D-Net Sales distribution prize 2001 
 

The Pilot and the Passenger (2007), 75mins. HD 

 

Feature: 

Valley of the Innocent (Tal der Ahnungslosen, 2003), 85mins. 35mm 
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KOLJA BRANDT – CAMERA 

 

 
Kolja Brandt, born 1969 in Berlin and raised 
in Berlin-Kreuzberg, is director of photograpy 
since 1997. 1993 he started working for the 
Italian television as a news cameraman, 
parallel he worked as lighting technician and 
focus puller for student movies. he also did a 
lot of operating in big sport events. 

 

 
1995 Kolja shot his first short feature on 16mm; followed by his first tv feature in 
1997. He then worked for two years as a director of photography for the action 
series „Alarm für Cobra 11“. 
 
In 2001 Kolja started shooting music clips and commercials. That’s where he met 
Detlev Buck, the director of his first feature „Knallhart“ („Tough Enough“, 2005). In 
2007 „Nordwand“ („Northface“) followed; Koljas second feature won 2009 
Germany’s Academy Award for best camera. He reteams with „Northface“ director 
Philipp Stölzl in 2009 to shoot „Goethe!“, a period feature about a year in the life of 
Germanys famous poet and writer Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. In 2011 Kolja 
shoots again with Philipp Stölzl, „The Expatriate“, an independent Hollywood 
production starring Aaron Eckhart and Liana Liberato. 
 
Kolja also likes to shoot documentaries, which he does more frequently over the 
last two years. 
 
Apart from German he speaks English and Spanish. Kolja has two sons and lives 
in Berlin. 

 

 

Filmography (selection) 
 
2011 „The Expatriate“ (feature)    Director: Philipp Stölzl 

2011 „The Education of Auma Obama“ (documentary) Director: Branwen Okpako 
2010 „Joschka und Herr Fischer“ (documentary)  Director: Pepe Danquart 
2010 „Planet“ (short)     Director: The Vikings 
2009 „Goethe“ (feature)     Director: Philipp Stölzl  
2007 „Nordwand“ (feature)     Director: Philipp Stölzl 
2005 „Knallhart“ (feature)     Director: Detlev Buck 
2004 „Full of Fire“ (documentary)    Director: Rain Kencana 

  
www.koljabrandt.com 
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JEAN-PAUL BOURELLY – MUSIC 
 
 
 
Jean-Paul Bourelly was born in Chicago and 
started to play the guitar at age 13. He worked in 
various bands on the South Side playing Haitian, 
Funk and Jazz music as a young teen.  
He relocated to New York at 18 years of age and 
worked with notable jazz musicians such as Elvin 
Jones, Muhal Richard Abrams, Cassandra 
Wilson, Olu Dara and Miles Davis. 
 
 

 

He started his own group. The BluWave Bandits in 1985 and since then, has 
recorded fifteen c.d.'s under his own name. His earlier work was based on 
expanding the borders of funk music by employing polyrhythms and sonic 
experimentation. His guitar work features a thick tone that is heavily influenced by 
the blues. No jazz, free form funk, trash jazz, black rock, Black Atlantic funk and 
next step are all names that have been used to describe Bourelly's sound. 
 
 
He moved to Berlin and formed the Afro-Jazz ensemble Boom Bop after meeting 
griot/singer/poet Abdourahmane Diop, His composition work became more 
transcultural and drew from various parts of the African Diaspora and 
contemporary European music.  
Bourelly maintains a second life as curator/producer, he founded the Backroom 
project at The House of World Cultures and was the music curator for the Black 
Atlantic project, which culminated in a series of concerts with various key 
progressive musicians that where deemed important for the Black Atlantic, one 
concert that included Bourelly, Dou Dou N'Diaye Rose and Archie Shepp called 
Navigating the Jazz Impulse.  
 
 
The label/production company JpGotMangos, was formed in 2005 as an 
independent outlet for his recordings. Most recently Bourelly founded the band the 
Black Stone Raiders with Rolling Stone bassist Darryl Jones and Living Colour 
drummer Will Calhoun. 
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Filmkantine – production company  
 
 
 
 

FILMKANTINE UG was founded in early 2009 by  
Katrin Springer and Volker Ullrich to develop and 
produce documentaries for television, cinema and 
other digital distribution channels 

 

 

 

Current productions are: THE EDUCATION OF AUMA OBAMA – documentary 
about Auma Obama, the Kenyan half-sister of Barack Obama; WHO OWNS THE 
WORLD - documentary about who profits from intellectual property – and who 
bears the economic and social consequences; LEFTOVERS - long term 
documentary about the dismantling of a nuclear power plant; HARLEM - 
documentary about the radical changes in the legendary neighborhood of New 
York; MR. FROG, MRS. FLOWER AND THE MAGIC WORD - documentary series 
about fairytale in today’s world; VERA - documentary about a 50 years old lady 
who decided to change her small village in rural Brazil; HACKNEY LULLABIES - 
poetic short documentary about gentle lullabies sung by mothers of Hackney, 
transforming London into a different place for each child. 
 
THE EDUCATION OF AUMA OBAMA premiered at the Toronto International Film 
Festival 2011. HACKNEY LULLABIES won the Berlin Today Award of the 
Berlinale Talent Campus 2011. VERA has been developed with the support of 
ESoDoc 2010. WHO OWNS THE WORLD has been developed with the support of 
the Documentary Campus 2010.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SALES AGENT – CONTACT 
 
Doc & Film International 

Daniela Elstner 
13, rue de Portefoin 

75003 Paris 

Tel : +33 - 1 42 77 56 87 

Fax: +33 - 1 42 77 36 56 
 

doc@docandfilm.com 

www.docandfilm.com 

PRODUCTION COMPANY – CONTACT 
 
Filmkantine UG 

Katrin Springer, Volker Ullrich 
Menzelstraße 27 

12157 Berlin 

Tel: +49 - 30 692 05 469 

Fax: +49 - 30 853 75 63 
 

info@filmkantine.de 

www.filmkantine.de 
 
 


